SAVOX® E-C
Ear mic/speaker

Secure your two-way connection
SAVOX® E-C

Ear mic/speaker

The SAVOX® E-C is a discreet and cost effective handsfree com-solution, providing personal safety, efficiency and full concentration on your task. It perfectly completes the SAVOX® range of communication accessories as the universal alternative.

The “ear piece” consists of a vibration sensitive microphone that picks up the voice from the cheek bone, and an earphone providing excellent reception even in noisy environments.

The intrinsically safe SAVOX® E-C connects to any SAVOX® com-control/PTT unit adapting to most types of two-way radios.

Specifications

- **Weight**: 20 g
- **Microphone**: vibration sensitive
- **Impedance**: according to application
- **Speaker/mic cable**: Ø 2,5mm 290mm / 195mm (PVC/PUR) 4-pole quick release plug
- **Cable**: SAVOX® E-C Ø 2mm / 760mm cable covered with heat resistant shield
- **Operation temperature**: -25...+63 °C (continuous)
- **Supply voltage**: 2,5...10,0VDC
- **ESD,EMI immunity**: EN 301 489-1

The SAVOX® C-C400 multi-purpose remote speaker mic is a new type of com-unit that can be used with or without a headset.

The SAVOX® R-C300 offers two alternative remote Push-To-Talk solutions, the “riot-ptt” and the “riffle-ptt”.
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